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Introduction12

Since a long time, measuring the psychophysiological status of subjects in a quantitative paradigm13

is a challenging problem in the scientific community. It is known that, there is not a direct way14

to measure the psychological quantities [1], whereas an emerging methodology, i. e., computational15

psychophysiology (CPP), was introduced [2]. The core idea of CPP is to explore the link between16

the psychological quantities and the physiological quantities, which the latter ones can be measured17

via ubiquitous equipment (e. g., a brain-computer interface device). Psychiatric diseases are usually18

accompanied by abnormal psychological status, which can be objectively quantified by psychophys-19

iological quantities. Evaluating psychiatric diseases is of great significance for mental health. With20

the fast development of artificial intelligence, big data, wearables, and the internet of things, we can21

observe successful achievements in finding quantitative methods for evaluating the degree of psychi-22

atric diseases (e. g., depression) under the guidance of CPP. Nevertheless, the underlying mechanisms23

of these engineering milestones are still ‘up in the air’ [3].24

Investigating the fundamentals of CPP is a prerequisite for strengthening our power to extend25

the knowledge frontiers of mental health, and benefit from clinical practice. Bach et al. proposed26

the concept of the ‘psychophysiological inverse problem’, claiming that psychologists use the periph-27

eral physiological quantities to infer psychological quantities [4]. In particular, compared to other28

domains (e. g., intelligent disease diagnosis), understanding the mechanism of the mind could even29

benefit the development of novel clinical treatment methods for psychiatric disease. Therefore, the30
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inverse problem tool cannot only facilitate a more personalised and precised medicine, but also help31

discover the inherited characteristics of the psychophysiology. It is reasonable to think that the32

fundamental mechanism of CPP can be validated and/or interpreted by introducing the methodol-33

ogy of mathematical inverse problems. By the language of mathematical inverse problems [5], the34

computational psychophysiological problems can be formulated through an abstract equation,35

f(x) = y, (1)

where the mapping f , which is also called the forward model or psychophysiological model in the36

literature of CPP [4], represents the link between the psychological quantity of interest x (e. g., the37

degree of depression) and the measurable physiological quantity is given by y (e. g., the heart rate).38

As for most of inverse problems, the essential computational difficulty of inverse psychophysiological39

problems should be its mathematical ill-posedness (in the sense of Hadamard) [5]: (i) the uniqueness40

issue, i. e., for a measured physiological quantity y, there may exist several psychological quantities41

x, satisfying the established mathematical model (1); (ii) the stability issue, i. e., a tiny perturbation42

of the data (either as measurement error and/or as numerical approximation error) may give a large43

change in the solution. Mathematical techniques such as (Tikhonov) regularisation can be adopted44

to tackle such ill-posedness.45

Methods46

In the literature of CPP, two methodologies exist for quantitatively solving psychophysiological47

inverse problems:48

(i) The methodology lent from data science (e. g., statistics and machine learning). This method-49

ology is associated with the data-driven inverse problem, i. e., the regression problem. To be50

more precise, it is aiming to directly construct a ‘good’ approximation (e. g., a neural net-51

work N ) of the inversion mapping f−1. Once the approximation of the inversion mapping N52

has been constructed, it can be used to study patients’ psychological quantity x by using the53

measured physiological data y, i. e., x ≈ N (y).54

(ii) The methodology lent from the classical inverse problems of mathematical physics. This ap-55

proach, which is based on the knowledge-driven inverse problem, consists of two steps. The first56

step is the mathematical modelling, which aims to build the (forward) mapping f according57

to a physical law 1. The second step is to (numerically) solve the corresponding mathematical58

model (1) with an appropriate mathematical algorithm such as (Tikhonov) regularisation or59

Bayesian inversion.60

1Unlike the approaches from machine learning, the inversion mapping f−1 itself cannot be established by a physical
law, since in most models, a psychological quantity can only be appearing as the parameters in the physics informed
model. An intuitive interpolation is that the psychological quantity is usually considered as an antecedent cause of a
physiological quantity, which can be measured through a given equipment.
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Discussion61

For the above two methodologies of solving psychophysiological inverse problems, each has its advan-62

tages and disadvantages. Thanks to the development of supercomputers, the machine learning-based63

approaches demonstrate impressive results in the first stage of the quantitative study of psychophys-64

iological inverse problems, where an accurate mathematical representation of the problem cannot65

be driven. This methodology is straightforward, and the theoretical guarantee is based on the uni-66

versal approximation theorem. However, the shortcoming of machine learning-based approaches is67

threefold: (1) For obtaining a good result, it requires dense data in the sampling space, which may68

be very expensive and time consuming for many psychophysiological problems; (2) The developed69

mathematical model, e. g., a constructed neural network from the deep learning paradigm, has no70

physical meaning, which hinders the further investigation and deep understanding of an interesting71

phenomenon in psychophysiology; (3) Due to the mathematical ill-posedness of psychophysiologi-72

cal inverse problems, the true inversion mapping f−1 is usually not a continuous mapping, which73

means that a precise approximation of f−1 (e. g., by a neural network N ) does not offer an accurate74

prediction y.75

In comparison with machine learning-based approaches, the knowledge-driven mathematical76

models have a solid foundation from natural sciences. Usually, they provide a good result, but77

require a minimum degree of data. However, the establishment of an appropriate mathematical78

model (i. e., a meaningful formula of f in (1)) through a physical law is not an easy task. Indeed, in79

order to explore the hidden physical law that linked the psychological quantity of interest and the80

physiological quantity in a designed experiment, both deep domain knowledge (i. e., the knowledge81

of psychological or biophysical relationships) and tricky mathematical skills are required.82

The authors in [4] offer a good review on statistical psychophysiological inverse problems. They83

focus on the (statistical) modelling of the corresponding forward and inverse problems, without any84

computational issues. Yet, they do not allude to how to build a forward model through a physical85

law. Moreover, they do not feature the mathematical ill-posedness of the psychophysiological inverse86

problems, which is the crucial computational difficulty in the numerical solution of the constructed87

model in practice. In the appendix of [4], they consider the maximum likelihood amplitude estimate88

(i. e., the conventional least square method), which is not a correct mathematical method for ill-posed89

inverse problems.90

Outlook91

To explore the inverse problems for CPP, we provide some perspectives and outlooks as follows:92

First, we need to design novel paradigms for building the mathematical models between the93

psychological quantities and the physiological quantities. The inverse problem methodology can be94

a powerful tool to help us to find the solutions. Second, we need to collect multimodal behavioural95

and physiological data to explore the relationship between the psychological quantities and physio-96

logical measures from different views, and eventually establish an objective and quantitative index97

system for psychological quantities. The inverse methodology is the fundamental theoretical basis98
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for establishing the above index system.99

Third, psychophysiological problems are commonly formulated in a static setting where a wealth100

of theoretical results and numerical algorithms are available. However, the real psychophysiological101

model is dynamical, where time-dependent information needs to be discerned from time-dependent102

data. Simplistic extension by indiscriminate inclusion of time as another dimension results in loss of103

information and changes the characteristics of the respective problem. Hence, dynamical psychophys-104

iological problems will require the development of a new comprehensive framework, unfolding from105

modelling, through regularisation, to numerical methods.106

Fourth, a real psychophysiological system always involve noise or uncertainty. This may be in107

the form of external disturbances as well as internal noise attributable to insufficient knowledge of108

the experiment or inaccuracy of the measuring systems. Hence, psychophysiological problems under109

uncertainties should be studied in the future. In particular, some stochastic psychophysiological110

models shall be investigated.111

Fifth, since the psychophysiological inverse problems are usually mathematically ill-posed, some112

specific regularisation methods should be developed for accurate estimation of psychological quantity.113

Last but not the least, recently, some physics-informed neural networks have been developed for114

solving some real-word problems. They can be viewed as hybrid methods combining both methods,115

i. e., those from data science and those from mathematical physics. Such methods require substan-116

tially less training data and can result in simpler neural network structures, while achieving high117

accuracy. Therefore, in our opinion, the physics-informed neural networks can be judged as a good118

candidate for modelling and efficient solving of psychophysiological inverse problems.119
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